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This electron transport staircase can represent human activity too. The cell produces ATP whereas human societies produce things like gasoline, natural gas, electricity, diesel and so on from their various energy gradients (food). In the beginning humans simply used fire from wood which released
light and heat, useful and survival-enhancing conversions without too much complexity. This might be seen as throwing the balls of energy off the back of the staircase. Light and heat but no manufacturing.
In the illustration above imagine the electrons are finished energy products like electricity or gasoline. The idea is to shove these high energy units over the edge (combustion, fission) and direct them along special paths down the steps converting the random movement of molecules into nonrandom process movements, until all the energy is spent. As they fall their energy is released and used to create various assemblies/disassemblies and metabolic conversions. Once you push them over the edge (combustion) you have to be prepared to feed the chaotically bouncing molecules into
the mechanical process of your choice or the energy will be lost into the environment without doing anything constructive. In the flat dark gray area at the side of the steps above you can write the products of the “guided” entropic manufacturing process (cars, buildings, human food, computers,
home, TV, streets and so on). In an organic system the products would be enzymes, structural proteins, DNA, RNA, hormones and the like. In the end the energy from the combustion is exhausted and only waste remains at the bottom of the steps.
Society is wholeheartedly involved in putting energy balls at the top of the stairs and then rolling them off and into various distribution channels and processes. The number of products and things they can do are only limited by the number of balls that can be rolled off the top of the steps and by
society’s ability to limit waste heat as the processes are completed. If you ignore the pollution which accumulates in the environment, the only limitation to absolute size and complexity (the number of things you can write on the stairs and the absolute size of the stairs) is the number of balls you
can roll over the edge (and the size of the waste sinks at the bottom).
Cells, single or in multi-cellular form are always looking for more energy balls to roll down the stairs to support repairs, growth and movement and various metabolic activities. The human brain and individual human ego is a proxy for the cells which compose it. It searches for the energy
gradients to consume to feed all the cellular processes. You can feel the waste heat coming out of your body. Apparently 98.6F is the most efficient temperature for human metabolism.
The greatest energy ball of them all. Imagine rolling this down the stairs of complexity and channeling it into a technological metabolism.
So why would a human need more than the food derived from the ecosystem? Why would a human evolve into a ribozyme RNA capable of using and creating tools? Because the number of energy balls to roll down the biological metabolic steps increased dramatically and the technologically
equipped human survived and reproduced more successfully as a result. These enhancements of energy acquisition were not immediately fed into a technological system as it didn’t exist yet. But building the steps was nascent. How did it happen?
You might think that increasing flows of energy would result in greater and greater complexity in the organic cellular metabolism like humans do with 500 varieties of lipstick and 400 varieties of bourbon. But the extra net energy was used to supply a larger brain that evolved to enhance curiosity
to populate the analog mind, writing, spoken language, fine manipulation of matter, tool-making and even sociability. The extra balls of energy potentially available to the cells didn’t result in hyper-complex cells or obese humans lying about enjoying the largess. The extra energy resulted in
technological metabolism on the outside as the biological cells were sufficiently evolved and hard to improve upon. Slow at first with hand tools and primitive language/art but picking up speed as the hyperactive hominid explored and asked “what’s it’s purpose” of every newly discovered item in
the environment. Even today many ideas regarding technological innovation are taken from nature. More energy equaled more reproductive success equaled more energy in a positive feedback loop until information could be recorded, protected and eventually be worked upon in a mutative
process resulting in technological innovations.
Eventually, with the invention of the steam engine, the chaotic energy of combustion or one of those energy balls could be rolled off a step and into a combustion cylinder to push a piston and rod to do work. Other inventions followed. We couldn’t roll enough energy off the steps at that point and
our human criteria for success were being met and more. Lots of children with most surviving after the advent of antibiotics, plenty of food, houses (cells) for protection, entertainment, cars……………………..
Now that we’ve built these massive metabolic stairs with millions of processes and products what could go wrong? Regardless of your level of technological innovation, you could run out of energy balls to roll off the steps and your processes and products could start disappearing. The gaseous
waste from burning the energy balls might move the ambient temperature far beyond physiological limits. It seems like both of these might be happening at the same time. What can be done? Greater efficiency and less waste heat, but that only goes so far and has been a policy for decades. Find
some “clean”energy balls like solar and fusion? Good idea, but in the case of solar we might have to rework everything. Maybe no choice. Fusion? Still working on it. How much complexity could we eliminate without adversely affecting people’s feelings of well-being? I don’t know but it’s going
to happen anyway. Eventually we might be back to throwing little energy balls, if we have any, off the back of the steps for light and heat, all of the complex metabolism having shut-down.
It seems obvious that key institutions are trying to maintain the illusion of growth (QE, stock market always higher, MAGA) and innovation (Elon Musk, trips to Mars) even as it is apparent that overall world GDP has stalled for lack of enough net energy. The externalities are also threatening to
undermine the stairs, the totality of complex technological metabolism, as increasing temperatures and temperature swings exceed the physiological limits of humans and their food sources.
High energy-use technological cell specializing in a complex array of human RNA food.
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104 thoughts on “Energy Balls, Complexity, Stairs and Waste”
1.

james said:
November 20, 2019 at 1:39 pm
I’ll provide the first comment to my relatively unintelligible post with some good ole home cookin’ by Steve Ludlum:
https://www.economic-undertow.com/
Reply

2.

Apneaman said:
November 20, 2019 at 8:59 pm
Using fire might not have required too much complexity, but it was a game changer in a number of ways, most importantly being the body extracts 20-25% more calories from cooked food than the same amount raw. It also allowed humans to eat many foods that they can’t digest or safely
eat raw. 20-25% – that’s also roughly the percentage of daily calories the human brain needs to function. The most surprising finding on uncooked food is from women who become raw food enthusiasts – they stop having their period after a time.
https://youtu.be/69ckWLrvVhg?t=765
E-Book
Catching Fire: How Cooking Made Us Human
Richard Wrangham
Ever since Darwin and The Descent of Man, the existence of humans has been attributed to our intelligence and adaptability. But in Catching Fire, renowned primatologist Richard Wrangham presents a startling alternative: our evolutionary success is the result of cooking. In a
groundbreaking theory of our origins, Wrangham shows that the shift from raw to cooked foods was the key factor in human evolution. When our ancestors adapted to using fire, humanity began. Once our hominid ancestors began cooking their food, the human digestive tract shrank and the
brain grew. Time once spent chewing tough raw food could be sued instead to hunt and to tend camp. Cooking became the basis for pair bonding and marriage, created the household, and even led to a sexual division of labor. Tracing the contemporary implications of our ancestors’ diets,
Catching Fire sheds new light on how we came to be the social, intelligent, and sexual species we are today. A pathbreaking new theory of human evolution, Catching Fire will provoke controversy and fascinate anyone interested in our ancient origins—or in our modern eating habits.
https://b-ok.cc/book/988560/7dcd87
Reply
james said:
November 21, 2019 at 8:18 am
Cooking, light at night to ward off nocturnal enemies, fire to stampede animals, heat, ………………………. It was good stuff, but the real action didn’t begin until we stuffed it into a cylinder and converted the bouncing billiard balls of energy into mechanical energy. The processes
have grown more and more complex since then.
Reply

3.

james said:
November 21, 2019 at 1:23 pm
The story of Homo sapiens: “They will eat every edible thing that lies in their path.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6bx5JUGVahk
Photo by Adam Matan
The unquenchable joie de MPP.
I think I know what Attenborough was thinking when he narrated this.
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 21, 2019 at 1:55 pm
The Swarm Of the desert Locusts Devouring Everything In Their Path is quite similar to The Swarm Of Black Friday Shopper Locusts Devouring Everything In Their Path.
https://youtu.be/DDhk6O5TSN0
Reply
james said:
November 21, 2019 at 2:05 pm
I liked the “Target” ad at the beginning. “Free “Popeyes” chicken sandwiches for our first 100 shoppers.”
The human brain is so amazing, the most complex thing in the Universe. Ha, ha, ha.
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 21, 2019 at 5:06 pm
I don’t do ads (20+ years) & neither should you.
uBlock Origin is a free and open-source, cross-platform browser extension for content-filtering, including ad-blocking. The extension is available for several browsers: Chrome, Chromium, Edge, Firefox, Opera and releases of Safari prior to 13.
https://addons.mozilla.org/en-CA/firefox/addon/ublock-origin/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/ublock-origin/cjpalhdlnbpafiamejdnhcphjbkeiagm?hl=en
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 21, 2019 at 5:32 pm
P.S. unless you like ads.
Reply

4.

Apneaman said:
November 21, 2019 at 10:52 pm
I’ve wondered if “high energy” people have some genetic advantage that makes them more efficient at producing ATP or produce more. My dear late aunt pretty much bounced across the walls for 70 years regardless of her numerous illnesses, injuries & major losses (child). My mom, who
is 2 years younger, kept up with my aunt (shopping, crafts, baking, community volunteering, vacations, life, etc) until about 60 years old and said she can’t keep up with her anymore. My aunt only slowed down in the last two years of her life. I’ve never understood where all her energy
came from (and her remarkable resilience for that matter).
Reply
james said:
November 22, 2019 at 8:20 am
This might explain some of it.
“Every hyperthyroid patient I have seen has worked more that one job and sleeps very little.”
https://www.quora.com/What-is-the-scientific-fact-behind-some-people-having-more-energy-than-others
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4519944/
Reply

5.

dave lysak said:
November 22, 2019 at 8:03 am
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Light-dependent_reactions
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citric_acid_cycle
it seems to me that energy gathering and utilization, by living (active) matter, is a fairly complex process at any level. it’s just that all this stuff going on, all the time, is transparent to us. it happens without us being aware of it in any way.
Reply
james said:
November 22, 2019 at 8:29 am
People’s brains have evolved to perceive large-scale monkey matters while seeing the energy conversions would have been counterproductive. All of the gray matter has to be given to MPP concerns. Only the high priests of thermodynamics can see the Gods.
At this point, for most humans, a blink of the eye is burning fossil fuel derived energy but it is invisible.
Every movement of mass requires a conversion to entropy.
Reply

6.

james said:
November 22, 2019 at 9:00 am
This is a good article. I love the ‘”….embrace underwater transit…..” poster.
https://www.greenpeace.org/international/story/26506/the-end-of-infinite-growth/
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 22, 2019 at 10:13 am
I’ve been riding that Sky Crazy Train for over 30 years.
“embrace underwater transit”
You see the shit I’m surrounded by? Sure we have health care & sure we don’t have daily mass shootings & Black Friday & chicken sandwich brawls, but whats the diff? When you’re surrounded by insane, suicidal monkey people, you’re surrounded by insane suicidal monkey
people.
https://youtu.be/SKsGwcadLxE
Reply
james said:
November 22, 2019 at 10:25 am
“Mental wounds not healing, life’s a bitter shame, I’m going off the rails on a crazy train.”
They have to build more and more capillaries and larger vessels so all the RNA can be transported to their work cells to complete their metabolic task before returning to their home cells. But some workers never make it home or home is where your work is.
dorm
Reply

7.

dave lysak said:
November 22, 2019 at 9:30 am
kinda funny, me and my brother have an ongoing, good natured, debate going on. what will bring down human industrial civilization, resource depletion (my position) or environmental degradation (his)?
my argument is simple (of course, the underlying details are complex). as long as we have energy and substrates available to us, we will find ways to either hide or ignore all the garbage (environmental damage) that we produce. my argument kind of ignores the self reinforcing feedback
loops created by garbage accumulation, and environmental destruction. but I am a simple man.
Reply
james said:
November 22, 2019 at 10:13 am
I think resource depletion will be the big knock-out punch, when we can’t move people and other mass around any longer or afford all of the conversion and metabolic processes. The metabolism grinds to a halt. At that point the human RNA in their cells starve to death or they obtain
net energy within a circumference of their cell that is EROEI positive. Areas of high-density cells may be lacking in sufficient resources.
But a sudden release of radioactivity could put the pollution horseman in the lead as when wars erupt. When all of the hungry cells are talking to their proxies in the brain, the brain interprets that as “do whatever you must to get food”. Then all the human RNA and tech cells talk to
their tech brain (government) and say “do whatever you must to get food”.
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 22, 2019 at 11:50 am
Imagine one of the multi billion dollar neo AGW jacked hurricanes doing it’s thing, but without the no expenses spared rescue attempts & little to no post disaster bailouts, repairs & rebuilds. That’s what will happen after resource depletion–post peak oil–post financial
implosion.
In the mean time the delusional monkeys keep throwing the last of the energy treasure at unsolvable problems just to cling for another day or two.
Relentless High Water Won’t Let Miami Go
“From nuisance to norm
What’s transpired this fall in Miami Beach is right out of the playbook of impacts from our human-warmed climate. When thinking about sea level rise, the focus tends to be on long-term inundation—the doomsday scenario of cities eventually going completely under water.
However, the effects are already playing out consistently in places where minor but troublesome “nuisance” or “sunny day flooding” at high tide is fast becoming the norm.”
https://www.wunderground.com/cat6/Relentless-High-Water-Wont-Let-Miami-Go
Sunny day flooding doesn’t look very dramatic, but if you understand the combination of entropy, weakest link & destructive power of sea water on man made objects then you know it’s already game over for many coastal cities & towns. Most will be abandoned long before
they are permanently underwater.
Reply
james said:
November 22, 2019 at 12:07 pm
Garrett speaks to that type of decay as one parameter of the dissipative structure equation. Flooded and abandoned building are dead cells and they no longer dissipate energy. Some of them may no longer produce energy like Turkey Point nuclear station in Florida that is
only twenty feet above sea level. I think that 90% of man-made structures will have to be abandoned without some replacement energy to pump through the system. All of the debt repayment is based on imaginary BAU. The industrial impact of an energy transition to feed
the existing overshot system might just finish the ecosystem.
Next time you’re at Mar a Lago, don’t mention SLR.
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/donald-trump-climate-change-mar-a-lago-florida-flooded-sea-level-rise-global-warming-winter-white-a7677596.html
Reply
Cynic said:
November 23, 2019 at 3:20 pm
Perhaps right: ‘Green (ha!) Transition’ will be the fatal blow to the ecosystem.
Reply
Cynic said:
November 22, 2019 at 12:06 pm
We certainly have a well-developed capacity to ignore evidence of pollution: we have evolved to bring the minimum attention necessary to feed ourselves, etc, to bear on our surroundings, no more. Attention is expensive stuff, so we economise on it.
O those balls, James, those balls: something else to populate my fevered Doom-brain!
Reply
james said:
November 23, 2019 at 2:41 pm
Roll a few of those dynamos down the stairs and see what you get – gadgets, enzymes and a lot of waste at the bottom. Then settle into a comfortable fireside chair and have a high-ball while you still can.
Reply

8.

james said:
November 22, 2019 at 9:48 am
Put some ATP in the tank and a human RNA in the cab (well-fed) and you have a metabolic juggernaut that can turn-up the metabolic reaction rate and feed metabolites into the system at break-neck speed. The logs will enter a small capillary and be transported to a processing cell
(lumber/pulp mill) and likely will be used in building cells or in making toilet paper. They will eventually be reclaimed by cellulose digesting organisms, fire or be carried away in sewage and trash trucks as technological feces.
Enzymes an work alone in the cell but our ATP assisted enzymes still need a human with an analog mind to guide them. Cells also have RNA binding proteins (RBPs) apart from the usual work done in translation of information into tools. I imagine they’ve turned some of these enzymes
loose in the Amazon too, to harvest the trees that aren’t otherwise burned alive.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMcZ0MYRokY
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 23, 2019 at 6:01 pm
I once built a pulp digester at a BC pulp mill & have done maintenance (shut downs) on a number of others along with recovery boilers, electrostatic precipitators & a few other things . Dirty stinky places pulp mills – we (Boilermakers) referred to it as the smell of money. Pulp mills,
petro chemical plants & refineries are complex systems within the greater system (cancer). Most of the guys I worked with are deniers of CC & limits (that pay cheque thing), but they do understand systems within systems & complexity. It goes with the territory. Most who don’t build
& maintain the various tumors don’t get it unless they study it as a hobby or are doomers;)
There is this US history channel show “Modern Marvels” that is actually pretty decent for learning about the complexity & connections of the various tumors, if one can stomach the cancer cheer leading & ape/self reverence.
Modern Marvels Full Episodes (play list)
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLcdD415qIvtvJA_Ljdzl5pGVZbwKz03yW
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 23, 2019 at 6:06 pm
This (French) Canadian TV show, “How Its Made” is also cancer-complexity instructive.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWBkudOTaVbvkCBc0pyZFMA/videos
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
November 24, 2019 at 2:18 am
Love those 2 shows. I have 258 episodes of Modern Marvels and all 435 episodes of How It’s Made in my library.
Reply
Rob Mielcarski said:
November 24, 2019 at 2:26 am
When hiking the north island this summer we drove into Port Alice to look at its old shutdown pulp mill. The site looked like something out of a dystopian horror movie. I wondered to myself, who will pay to remove these rusting toxic buildings and machines? I’ll bet it’s still
there in a hundred years. Glad we don’t have any nuclear plants in B.C..
Reply

9.

dave lysak said:
November 22, 2019 at 3:11 pm
human forest enzymes are very efficient. doing god’s work. god bless.
Reply
james said:
November 23, 2019 at 3:09 pm
Ha, ha, ha. None of them know what they’re doing nor why. It’s a good thing God is in control.
Reply

10.

james said:
November 23, 2019 at 2:28 pm
The evolution of the “social brain” allows us to live in social groups, inhibits selfish behavior and partially curtails individual pursuit of the MPP. We learn from the group what is acceptable and what is morally objectionable. This can change or drift over time in a culture or between
cultures. The medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate and angular gyrus are all involved in determining our judgements.
https://www.cnn.com/2014/03/26/health/brain-moral-judgments/index.html
The MPP is partially sacrificed in the individual because the resulting social behavior, through synergistic effects of specialization and mutual aide result in greater energy flow and survival than if the members of the social group each acted individually and completely selfishly like the nonsocial species. However, in cooperating groups the energy and resources must still be divided among members of the group and this is where hierarchy and politics come to the fore.
The morality of the group is somewhat flexible and varies from culture to culture and from generation to generation. What is taboo at one time may change if it seems “everyone is doing it.” Slavery is a good example of something that may be perfectly acceptable at one time and not
acceptable at another time. There is also the “Madness of Crowds” to consider in which individuals find a sanctioning of immoral behavior simply because everyone else is doing it. An example is looting when morality is temporarily suspended.
The ability to have a moral response is hardwired but just what that moral response will be or to what degree, seems to be learned and can be reinforced or weakened by various schooling, religious and propaganda efforts. It seems that at times our morality can be suspended entirely,
especially in consideration of members of other tribes which are more easily enslaved, killed or in some cases eaten.
https://rady.ucsd.edu/faculty/directory/gneezy/pub/docs/taboo.pdf
Reply
Cynic said:
November 23, 2019 at 3:17 pm
Although that is really the moral code which says: ‘Other tribes? Kill, enslave, rob or eat them!’ Not a ‘suspension’ as such.
Jared Diamond has good stuff on the rules of cattle-raiding, which vary according to whether neighbours are related 9’try not to kill’) or alien tribes. (‘do whatever you like’).
I think there is evidence that members of German death squads in WW2 could only get out of murder duties by saying they were ‘tired’, or that dealing with their victims had become ‘too disgusting, I need a break’ – not by expressing moral reservations.
Reply

11.

james said:
November 23, 2019 at 2:37 pm
“Man’s task is…….to become conscious of the contents that press upwards from the unconscious. Neither should he persist in his unconsciousness nor remain identical with the unconscious elements of his being, thus evading his destiny, which is to create more and more consciousness. As
far as we can discern, the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle a light in the darkness of mere being.”
– Carl Jung
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wywUQc-4Opk&t=623s
Reply
dave lysak said:
November 23, 2019 at 4:28 pm
no, man’s task is to remain unconscious, and to do god’s will. anything else would drive him to madness and despair.
Reply
james said:
November 23, 2019 at 4:39 pm
Zapffe versus Jung, a fight to the existential finish.
Reply
dave lysak said:
November 24, 2019 at 9:34 am
I kind of think about the unconscious as some sort of bottomless dumpster of some sort, mostly just full of trash and such. every once in a great while something of interest or use might come out of there. but by and large, just trash.
Reply
Lidia17 said:
November 23, 2019 at 9:11 pm
This is full of should-/ought-type statements which I personally find less and less interesting or compelling over time.
Why doesn’t Jung say, “As far as **I** can discern.. bla bla bla…”?
Why is darkness/mere being held out to be a bad thing? That’s how most of the world’s life forms operate (probably even the vast majority of humans). If one is content with “mere being”, at least one isn’t so likely to become neurotic or psychotic.
Reply
james said:
November 24, 2019 at 4:16 am
Maybe Jung has a bit of an ego. The pinnacle of understanding is no more important than biting an apple.
Reply
Cynic said:
November 24, 2019 at 4:52 pm
Jungian dreams are fun, though. If you read enough Jung you may start to have them.
There’s a good video on Youtube of an interview with his collaborator on alchemy and dreams, Marie Louise von Franz, and also her lecture ‘Archetypes of Death’ which I hugely enjoyed.
I prefer her to the old rogue in some ways.
I find the videos made by the Jungian experts of today mostly insufferable and pretentious, and she was quite scathing about them, back in the 1970’s.
Reply

12.

Apneaman said:
November 23, 2019 at 6:35 pm
Unintentionally becoming a “Doomer” has change my moral outlook. Many things that used to illicit an emotional response in me no longer do. I seem to have lost much empathy & compassion especially towards those I don’t know personally. Years ago I would have viewed that as a bad
thing, but in truth, I feel unburdened. I wish it happened sooner.
Reply
james said:
November 23, 2019 at 9:06 pm
Morality can exist between members of a social group but apparently it’s pretty scarce otherwise. But the Pope wants to make environmental destruction a sin. Perhaps a eleventh commandment.
https://www.eenews.net/stories/1061604543
Let’s make status symbols a sin too. Why stop there. Let’s make industrial civilization a sin. But that’s not the way morality evolved. Humans are motivated to obtain rewards and literally can’t move without getting them.
Is a line of cancer cells immoral because they kill an entire human system? Is that cancer immoral if they kill a human that is itself a part of a cancer?
Perhaps the cancer cell is immoral for breaking the body’s rules. Perhaps the human is immoral for breaking the ecosystem rules. Maybe the Universe is indifferent to rules being broken and just awaits the next development in dissipative evolution.
I think the Universe would say, “If it can be eaten it should be eaten, you sort out the details, I’m only interested in the end result. Now get on with it.”
Anyway, this is a great way of releasing a little more Zyklon B into the planetary gas chamber. It’s moral because the kids love it.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmHkx9P19hg
Reply

13.

Apneaman said:
November 23, 2019 at 6:52 pm
Culture
“How can we distinguish what is biologically determined from what people merely try to justify through biological myths? A good rule of thumb is ‘Biology enables, Culture forbids.’ Biology is willing to tolerate a very wide spectrum of possibilities. It’s culture that obliges people to
realize some possibilities while forbidding others. Biology enables women to have children – some cultures oblige women to realize this possibility. Biology enables men to enjoy sex with one another – some cultures forbid them to realize this possibility. Culture tends to argue that it forbids
only that which is unnatural. But from a biological perspective, nothing is unnatural. Whatever is possible is by definition also natural. A truly unnatural behavior, one that goes against the laws of nature, simply cannot exist.”
― Yuval Noah Harari
…….
The New Evolution Deniers
“The group that most fervently opposed, and still opposes, evolutionary explanations for behavioral sex differences in humans were/are social justice activists. Evolutionary explanations for human behavior challenge their a priori commitment to “Blank Slate” psychology—the belief that
male and female brains in humans start out identical and that all behavior, sex-linked or otherwise, is entirely the result of differences in socialization.
This stance is maintained by the belief that evolutionary explanations for sex-linked behavioral differences are biologically essentialist, which is the fatalistic notion that biology alone directly determines our behavior. Blank Slate psychology, however, is universally rejected by experts, as
the evidence for innate sex-linked personality differences in humans is overwhelmingly strong. But experts also universally reject that this view demands we embrace biological essentialism, because the environment does play a role, and observed sex differences are simply averages and
overlap tremendously between the sexes. Sex no more determines one’s personality than it determines one’s height. Sex certainly influences these traits, but it does not determine them. For instance, most of us know females who are taller than most males, and males who are shorter than
most females, though we are all aware that males are, on average, taller than females. In humans, the same is true for behavioral traits.”
https://quillette.com/2019/04/08/what-explains-the-resistance-to-evolutionary-psychology/
Reply
james said:
November 23, 2019 at 9:19 pm
I agree that if it’s out there it’s natural. The immorality sticker probably comes from human biases that want sex to result in reproductive success. There are other biases too like the ugly people bias, the lazy (somehow conflated with fatness) bias, the drug-taking bias………………….
God’s perfect society is one-hundred percent geared towards the MPP and the misfits are creating a disadvantage for the group. If your not into making babies and making money, we don’t want you.
Reply
Cynic said:
November 24, 2019 at 5:34 am
‘Blank state’ describes the mental profile of those people perfectly…..
Reply

14.

james said:
November 24, 2019 at 7:52 am
Brain waves – faster than a speeding action potential.
“There is some unknown mechanism that allows these resonance patterns to form, and these circuits start humming together,” he says. “That humming may then foster subsequent long-term plasticity changes in the brain, so real anatomical circuits can form. But the first thing that happens is
they start humming together.”
https://news.mit.edu/2014/synchronized-brain-waves-enable-rapid-learning-0612
https://www.sciencealert.com/scientists-discover-new-method-of-brain-wave-transmission-electrical-fields
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/deeper-insights-emerge-into-how-memories-form/?utm_source=pocket-newtab
Reply

15.

dave lysak said:
November 24, 2019 at 9:28 am
“But experts also universally reject that this view demands we embrace biological essentialism, because the environment does play a role, and observed sex differences are simply averages and overlap tremendously between the sexes.”
the implication is, I guess, that we can control ourselves and/or our environment. it seems pretty obvious, to me anyway, that we can’t do either. particularly at a social level.
Reply
james said:
November 24, 2019 at 5:43 pm
We have a cancerous system of filthy lucre. Nothing should be done or made without complete waste and material recycling – before a profit can be made. That would take significant discipline and also much more energy than is required to simply fabricate the item. All of the
technological stuff is affordable because we impose the costs on the environment and future. The environment and future are running out. We control nothing.
Reply

16.

Apneaman said:
November 24, 2019 at 11:41 am
Super Freaks
“To say that human beings are interesting is an understatement. We’re freaks of nature! We’re blobs of matter that fall in love with each other. We’re mammals with the child-rearing patterns of birds. We’re mortal beings that, alone among the animals, know that we’re going to die one day
and flee in terror from this knowledge. We’re bald apes that can think each other’s thoughts simply by making noises at each other. We’re creatures designed by a cruel, amoral process which invent moral codes for ourselves and sometimes even live up to them. We’re carnivores that
sympathize with our food. We’re biological mechanisms designed to pass on our genes, but which fritter away our time playing games and weaving a web of fantasy around ourselves. We’re clusters of chemical reactions that contemplate deep truths about the nature of reality. And we’re
little pieces of the Earth that can get outside our mother planet and venture to other worlds.
How can we explain how such a bizarre creature came to exist? How, in other words, can we solve the riddles posed in the Alien’s Report? This is a complex problem, and complex problems call for complex solutions. To make any real progress, we’re going to need a range of tools from a
range of disciplines. But we’ve got to start somewhere, and it makes sense to begin our exploration with the thing that makes love and knowledge and culture possible in the first place: the human mind. Where did this strange contraption come from? To answer this question, we need to start
by making a lateral move. We need to leave the psychologists to their own devices for a while and pay a visit to the biology department. We need to get a firm grasp on one of the most important theories in all of science: evolutionary theory.”
— Steve Stewart-Williams, The Ape That Understood the Universe: How the Mind and Culture Evolve
https://b-ok.cc/book/3627706/d72217
Reply
james said:
November 24, 2019 at 2:56 pm
I suppose I’ll have to write a book just to bring people up to speed. It’s hard for people to imagine the evolutionary process of becoming an RNA in the technological system and the various brain/body changes that allowed it. Another failure of perception is in seeing technological life
as omnipotent which it certainly is not. It exists in the same physical reality as organic life and is a couple of orders of magnitude less resilient than organic life.
Reply
Cynic said:
November 24, 2019 at 4:46 pm
Quite so, the presumptuous claim – for instance by Dr Noah Pangloss Hariri- that ‘we have achieved virtual mastery over Nature’.
A little drought, a little hail or rain, a few insects, a fungus, and goodbye to all the harvest – just as 4,000 years go.
Reply
james said:
November 24, 2019 at 5:27 pm
But we have smartphones.
Reply
Peter Jones said:
November 25, 2019 at 9:16 am
Thanks for this link! I’d read about this book last year and wanted to pick it up, and proceeded to forget about it…started it last night-excellent! Don’t how this free download works, but if you have any more like it……:)
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 25, 2019 at 10:51 am
You’re welcome Peter.
Just use the search box/field at the top of the page & type in author or title.
https://b-ok.cc/
There are often many choices with different file extensions for a book. I pick the smaller sized ones because I use a free, open sources E-Book manager, Caliber, that opens them all (easy learning curve).
https://calibre-ebook.com/
If you don’t want an e-book manager, click on a pdf version (not offered for every book, but many) since most every computer can open pdf files.
Reply

17.

james said:
November 24, 2019 at 6:26 pm
I found this clip interesting. One of the people jaywalked, was identified by facial recognition and had a fine taken from his account (WeChat) within twenty seconds.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NfgsJp7diaM
Next will be the electric shock collar for unruly RNA that detract from society’s most efficacious pursuit of maximum power. Don’t let that social credit score fall too low.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydPqKhgh9Mg&t=319s
In the United States they’ll be used for shits and giggles.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PE0PcxmMhI
Reply
Cynic said:
November 25, 2019 at 7:01 am
A Polish friend told me that under Communism, if a ‘citizen worker’ was out on the street just taking a stroll during official work hours, and not during a public holiday, the police would harrass them.
The documents on the Chinese ‘vocational work training centres’ for dissident Muslims ie torture and indoctrination camps, are interesting.
Reply
james said:
November 25, 2019 at 11:01 am
Communism makes sure everyone works and capitalism leaves many sucking air.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkawn1tLp-8
Old white men don’t get any respect. I noticed recently some younger people wanting to help me load groceries into my car. I weigh over 200 pounds, am not obese, and could lift most of them over my head. But if your hair is gray it’s an apparent sign that you are in a state of
decay and need help. Thanks, but no thanks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lkawn1tLp-8
If any of you fellow sojourners in thermodynamic doom know of any biology/systems related jobs let me know at megacancer@outlook.com
I hate the thought of a “going through the motions” job, but that’s what most of them are. Burn a little food and exergy and try to get something done – productivity.
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 25, 2019 at 5:43 pm
You should consider fleeing to the Great White North, so you can collapse in orderly fashion, before it’s too late.
Canada — biology jobs
Page 1 of 1,182 jobs
https://ca.indeed.com/jobs?q=biology&l=Canada
Reply
james said:
November 26, 2019 at 8:17 am
Are they trying to make Canada great again? I would just be in the way. I might try to save some endangered species. Oh wait, they’re all endangered, if not already extinct.
Reply

18.

james said:
November 25, 2019 at 11:59 am
This “metabolic” organization has the right idea but it seems that most everything has been built and designed without circularity in mind and it’s getting a little late in the game to make changes.
https://www.metabolic.nl/news/the-seven-pillars-of-the-circular-economy/
Reply

19.

james said:
November 25, 2019 at 12:47 pm
“In effect, the cells of a tumor are evolving to become more cancerous.”
Same thing happens with businesses. Always wanting to grow and process more energy. Making changes, adapting and avoiding bankruptcy at all cost.
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160601-is-cancer-inevitable
Something more on cancer evolution.
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160601-is-cancer-inevitable
What is the likelihood of evolution rearranging cells to arrive at a new functional RNA? I know that cells are super plastic and can make endless combinations, but it took at least two billion years. Perhaps because the brain had to be big enough and diversified enough to host an analog
mind, language and similar adaptations in the presence of the free, bonding hands. It took two billion years to start this second round of life and when it happened it grew and continues to grow like an opportunistic cancer. Today all of the cells (businesses) do bear a metabolic relationship
and the economy does possess primitive organismal features but the newly evolved systems, just more of nature’s clay, are poised to be dumped in the trash bin of history’s defunct dissipatives for recycling. Nature has been unceremoniously getting rid of unfit forms for a very, very long
time. Life x 2 (technological life) shows its deficiencies by destroying Life x 1 unless Life x 2 can proceed without humans and the ecosystem. Perhaps it can.
Reply

20.

james said:
November 25, 2019 at 1:16 pm
Interesting FEASTA presentation from 2016 on Peak Oil. As you read this remember the Federal Reserve has this covered with QE (paying off debt with even more debt and negative interest rates).
https://www.feasta.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Systemic-Change-Rev-7.pdf
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 25, 2019 at 10:41 pm
Protests grow violent in Ecuador as citizens rebel against fuel…
1:40 PM ET Thu, 10 Oct 2019
Thousands of protesters took to the streets in Ecuador this week to demonstrate against the removal of a popular fuel subsidy program. The subsidy was removed as part of an agreement with the IMF to stabilize the country’s finances.
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2019/10/10/protests-grow-violent-in-ecuador-over-fuel-subsidy-removal.html
……..
Backlash in Iran: Sudden cut in fuel subsidies sparks nationwide protests
https://www.france24.com/en/debate/20191118-backlash-in-iran-sudden-cut-in-fuel-subsidies-sparks-nationwide-protests
The fuel subsidy cut in Ecuador was also revoked to sooth the protesters.
Shit’s just getting started. If nations keep fuel subsidies in place, they will cut something else the plebs depend on.
……….
“From Chile to Sudan, Lebanon to Colombia, mounting anger and frustration over rising economic and social inequality, political corruption and disillusionment with democratically elected and authoritarian governments have led to a wide array of mass protests in recent months.”
https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2019-11-25/iran-chile-hong-kong-protests-around-the-world
It’s all inevitable. The final go around of the cancer monkey Overshoot loop.
Reply
james said:
November 26, 2019 at 8:20 am
But the whole Universe is made of energy – and not a drop to drink.
Reply
Slow Paul said:
December 1, 2019 at 3:01 pm
If they can’t buy petrol, let them drive electric cars instead.
Reply

21.

james said:
November 26, 2019 at 10:06 am
Technological life has evolved so rapidly that it can not be tested for long-term viability at early stages before it adds another layer of complexity and then another, even though the foundational structures may be inadequate over the longer term. Long-term inviability shows-up in the
destruction of the environment and its populations which had previously, systematically co-evolved. It’s fascinating to watch the compression of evolution in the ontological development of an embryo. It quickly bypasses old forms to arrive at the finished organism – one that will enter and
fit within an organic energy economy. Human civilization however does not seek to fit within the organic energy economy, it seeks to consume it to feed the rapidly evolving technological energy economy (life system #2).
As the central RNA actor in the technological system, the humans are preoccupied with winning the competitive battles contained therein so that their stock shares may fission endlessly. It seems that winning in the technological system is more important than preserving the integrity of the
ecosystem upon which humans depend. Humans are no longer a species, but have become a molecule in technological cells whose adherence to the Maximum Power Principle cannot spare the ecosystem upon which the humans depend. Everything must be sacrificed to fund the
technological competitions which includes evolved adaptations to increase the pace of consumption and destruction. The competitions and evolution found within the technological system will rapidly undermine its own viability.
Haeckel
Forms fine-tuned for functioning within the ecosystem – organic economy. Rapid ontological passage though previous forms.
Indus river
A loosely defined, long-term inviable, metastasizing cancer self-absorbed in competing for technological resources and energy with human RNA along for the ride and in a key functional capacity. Too damaging to achieve a mature/reproducing form.The bright spot to the lower left is
Karachi. The Indus river separates India from Pakistan. I wonder how long it will be until resource scarcity and technological competition requires a nuclear exchange. Of course the ecosystem will be collateral damage.
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 26, 2019 at 8:12 pm
Embryology has produced some of the best and most fascinating evidence of evolution. I’ve found throwing pictures of a new born human with a vestigial tail really messes with my evo doubting friends.
The science of human tails
https://io9.gizmodo.com/the-science-of-human-tails-5967742
…
This hopium ecology project is admirable, but is light on details & would never scale. Most humans don’t find this type of thing rewarding compared to air conditioned outdoor sports stadiums, Black Friday sales & Popeye’s chicken sandwich melees.
Photographer And His Wife Plant 2 Million Trees In 20 Years To Restore A Destroyed Forest And Even The Animals Have Returned
https://www.boredpanda.com/brazilian-couple-recreated-forest-sebastiao-leila-salgado-reforestation/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic
Reply

22.

Apneaman said:
November 26, 2019 at 10:41 am
The endtimes is just so depressing. Thank goodness for the Soma de jour.
No Matter Which Measure You Use, Antidepressants Aren’t That Effective
Researchers compared the efficacy of antidepressants using different rating scales and found them to be no different—just slightly better than placebo, and not meeting the criteria for clinical significance.
https://www.madinamerica.com/2019/11/no-matter-measure-use-antidepressants-arent-effective/
Better off with a daily dose of philosophy & dark humour.
Reply
james said:
November 26, 2019 at 11:14 am
The antidepressants are doing what they were meant to do – release massive amounts of happy chemicals in pharmaceutical executives and shareholder brains. Mission accomplished.
Reply

23.

james said:
November 26, 2019 at 2:29 pm
Life, thermodynamics, entropy:
http://www.newcriticals.com
Interesting paper by Jeffrey Wicken and Ulanowicz:
https://people.clas.ufl.edu/ulan/files/Wicken.pdf
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 26, 2019 at 9:19 pm
Hey James, when I click the first link it takes me to a page that says “Your search did not return any results.”
I love this line from the second link.
“This paper is written with the idea of setting forth such a framework in the currency of thermodynamics.”
The one & only reserve currency of the universe.
Reply
james said:
November 28, 2019 at 5:02 am
The link is http://www.newcriticals.com
Type Entropy into the search box.
Reply

24.

Apneaman said:
November 26, 2019 at 10:05 pm
Everything is going according to plan.
Working-age Americans dying at higher rates, especially in economically hard-hit states
A new VCU study identifies “a distinctly American phenomenon” as mortality among 25 to 64 year-olds increases and U.S. life expectancy continues to fall.
Tuesday, Nov. 26, 2019
“Mortality rates among working-age Americans continue to climb, causing a decrease in U.S. life expectancy that is severely impacting certain regions of the United States, according to a Virginia Commonwealth University study set to publish Tuesday in JAMA. The report, “Life
Expectancy and Mortality Rates in the United States, 1959-2017,” is one of the most comprehensive 50-state analyses of U.S. mortality.
Deaths among Americans ages 25 to 64 are increasing, particularly in Rust Belt states and Appalachia. These deaths, which have fueled a decline in U.S. life expectancy since 2014, are linked to several major causes of death. Compared to the 1990s, working-age adults are now more likely
to die before age 65 from drug overdoses, alcohol abuse and suicides — sometimes referred to as “deaths of despair”— but also from an array of organ system diseases. Mortality rates have increased for 35 causes of death, said lead author Steven Woolf, M.D., director emeritus of the VCU
Center on Society and Health.”
https://news.vcu.edu/article/Workingage_Americans_dying_at_higher_rates_especially_in_economically
Reply
james said:
November 28, 2019 at 5:03 am
The slaves are being sucked dry. The rich and their lapdog politicians won’t escape, they’ll be hunted like Nazis.
Reply

25.

Apneaman said:
November 26, 2019 at 10:26 pm
Another MPP milestone
Greenhouse gases accelerate to new peak in 2018, U.N. says
“GENEVA (Reuters) – Greenhouse gases in the atmosphere hit a new record in 2018, exceeding the average yearly increase of the last decade and reinforcing increasingly damaging weather patterns, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) said on Monday.”
“There is no sign of a slowdown, let alone a decline, in greenhouse gases’ concentration in the atmosphere – despite all the commitments under the Paris Agreement on Climate Change,” said WMO Secretary-General Petteri Taalas.”
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-climate-change-accord-wmo/greenhouse-gases-accelerate-to-new-peak-in-2018-u-n-says-idUSKBN1XZ115
Way to go humans! No Cancer does it better
https://youtu.be/QgM-opXP7Ds
Reply
james said:
November 28, 2019 at 5:05 am
Sorry kids, we ate the planet and now you’re going to die.
Reply

26.

james said:
November 28, 2019 at 5:17 am
One proton in one house. Carbon has 12 living in one house like a bunch of migrants in one apartment. Everyone shares the cost. Uranium has 92 and is a little unstable. All created in a supernova. Energy economizing, more thermodynamics in the Universe.
Reply
dave lysak said:
November 28, 2019 at 8:47 am
this is not something I think about much, but it is kinda interesting.
I guess these tiny balls of mass (atoms) get thrown out into interstellar space, randomly, with a lot of energy, at something like light speed, until they encounter a gravitational (not that anyone knows how gravity works.) field of some sort that can overcome some of their kinetic
energy? then, I would guess, that consolidation into larger gloms of mass can progress? etc…
Reply

27.

dave lysak said:
November 28, 2019 at 8:51 am
in other news, am I the only one who hates the “royal family”? are my fellow monkeys really that depraved that they can follow the antics of such decadent monkeys with some interest? yes, of course they are.
https://www.msn.com/en-us/video/lifestyle/the-biggest-royal-moments-of-the-decade/vi-AAJsn88?ocid=spartanntp
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 28, 2019 at 3:44 pm
The queen is still on the money in Canada – you know, because we’re enlightened scientifically minded moderns & a democracy & free & all that. Fuck the queen & all the royal inbreeds. Fuck the Royalty fan girls & boys too.
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall.
All the king’s horses and all the king’s men
Fucked the Queen
Reply
james said:
November 29, 2019 at 5:30 am
She’s just another mindless manifestation of energy dissipation on the planet. Chimps need leaders, especially King and Queen dissipatives that have and burn more gradient than most can imagine. The commoners will dutifully wait for the trickle-down.
Reply
james said:
November 29, 2019 at 5:20 am
They’re only play-acting monkeys in a gilded cage pandering to the lowest levels of society.
Reply

28.

Apneaman said:
November 29, 2019 at 12:10 am
The sinister reason why people fall in love
“In other words, animals’ brains have been primed for at least some forms of love for hundreds of millions of years. Along the way, other factors pushed our ancestors to evolve ever bigger brains, allowing romantic love to get its claws into us.”
http://www.bbc.com/earth/story/20160212-the-unexpected-origin-of-love
https://youtu.be/kVgKio0z1hY
Reply
jame said:
November 29, 2019 at 5:24 am
Daddy sticks around to prevent another suitor from killing the little chimps. Makes sense.
Reply

29.

james said:
November 29, 2019 at 7:44 am
In summary we have a bunch of chimp dissipative structures that, like all complex dissipatives, want to maintain far-from-equilibrium homeostasis at all costs. The other option is equilibrium or death. The evolution of humans into the RNA role gave them a short-term advantage in
maintaining homeostasis by increasing the energy flow by eating the capital stock of the ecosystem. This cancerous route was enabled by the unlocking of new gradients with novel tools produced by the human RNA in their technological cells. Instead of picking-off a few elderly bison it
became possible to slaughter millions. Instead of picking fruit from the natural ecosystem it became possible to mine the soils and consume all trees. Instead of catching a few fish it became possible to strip mine the oceans. All in the name of human organic and technological homeostasis.
Once the new technological system evolves, giving the RNA inside an advantage in maintaining homeostasis (and reproduction) then there is an additional problem that develops in not only maintaining the RNA inside the technological cells but also the hugely increased amount of energy
necessary to maintain the non-RNA technological system including all of its cells and infrastructure. Homeostasis now becomes a matter of avoiding both death equilibrium (human RNA) and bankruptcy equilibrium (tech cells). It may be quite possible we run short of enough energy flow
to maintain all of the cancerous tech cells and then quite possible we run short of enough energy flow to maintain all of the RNA that once worked in those cells. The way things are arranged, it is a certainty.
The primitive human living in the tropical jungle without the need to generate a fossil fuel energy flow to maintain tech cells may stand the best chance at survival in the future. The technological cancer is already losing the battle to maintain homeostasis and in the United States many of the
human RNA are living shorter and shorter lives.
Reply

30.

james said:
November 29, 2019 at 10:31 am
I’ll have to read this one a few times. It ties consciousness and the maintenance of homeostasis together, among other things.
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fpsyg.2018.02714/full
“What I am claiming is something else: feeling enables complex organisms to register—and thereby to regulate and prioritize through thinking and voluntary action—deviations from homeostatic settling points in unpredicted contexts. This adaptation, in turn, underwrites learning from
experience. In predictable situations, organisms may rely on automatized reflexive responses (in which case, the biologically viable predictions are made through natural selection and embodied in the phenotype; see Clark, 2016). But if the organism is going to make plausible choices in
novel contexts (cf. “free will”) it must do so via some type of here-and-now assessment of the relative value attaching to the alternatives (see Solms, 2014).”
“Free energy minimization is the basic function of homeostasis, a function that is performed by the same brainstem nuclei that I was led to infer—like others, on independent (clinico-anatomical) grounds—were centrally implicated in the generation of consciousness. In other words, the
functions of homeostasis and consciousness are realized physiologically in the very same part of the brain. This insight led to the collaborative work that enabled Friston and me to expand the variational free energy formulation of the mechanism of homeostasis to explain the mainspring of
consciousness itself (Solms and Friston, 2018)38.”
Much of homeostasis, the primary concern of all organisms is regulated in the human body subconsciously with consciousness receiving a prod now and then (I’m hungry.) but maintaining homeostasis in a complex technological environment that is utilizing exergy requires much of our
conscious efforts. Attention is paid mostly to making money, expenses, costs, maximizing social capital, is there enough wood on the fire, etc.
Reply

31.

Apneaman said:
November 29, 2019 at 12:53 pm
The Abolition of Man – John Gray – 9:38
https://youtu.be/COXAIXdxAe4
Reply
james said:
November 29, 2019 at 1:19 pm
Everything becomes something to be manipulated into producing more entropy.
These guys were creating enough entropy all by themselves. Not sure I would want to work in a factory with them which is exactly where the evangelical efforts are leading – the “civilized” human.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLs-UoqzLlU
We are not robots but we are RNA, so get to work.
https://www.zerohedge.com/personal-finance/we-are-not-robots-thousands-protest-amazon-workers-stage-black-friday-walkout
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 29, 2019 at 3:19 pm
“Thousands of Amazon workers across Europe”
Because TPTB in America have successfully erased the entire history (significant) of American labour & their spin doctors have even turned tens of millions if working class Americans into union haters…..but corporate/industry lobbying is OK.
What’s the difference between corporate/industry lobbying & union lobbying? Absolutely nothing.
Corporate/industry lobbyists try & get the best deal (more) for their clients (share holders, oligarchs).
Union lobbyists try & get the best deal (more) for their clients (workers).
Reply
james said:
December 2, 2019 at 9:11 am
“Right to work” ought to be replaced with “Right to be a slave.”
Reply

32.

Apneaman said:
November 29, 2019 at 9:11 pm
If you’re a Cancer & you know it clap your hands….CLAP! CLAP!
More shoppers plan to take out loan to finance the holidays
“While using credit cards is a popular go-to options around Christmas, holiday loans also are gaining traction.
One in 3 Americans have or are planning to take out a personal loan to cover holiday shopping expenses, according to survey results Experian shared with Yahoo Money. That’s double from last year’s survey, the credit bureau said.”
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/holiday-shopping-loan-205703016.html
It’s QE for consumer plebs
Reply
dave lysak said:
November 30, 2019 at 8:07 am
when I was a child, my parents, my grandparents and even I, would start Christmas accounts at the local bank. I think that we would call them a “saving clubs”. starting around the first of the year, we would put a dollar or so each week into a dedicated account. we would withdraw it
sometime in December and use it for our Christmas celebrations.
I think that my parents would do a similar thing for vacations.
I guess that when my father was growing up, Christmas was the day that he would not get a kick in the ass. that was his present.
my mother’s family was part of the petit bourgeois. so she would get a pretty new dress, or some such thing, for Christmas.
by the time I came along, we were all fairly prosperous. I would get toys and chemistry sets and such.
the naive joys of a functioning capitalism, soon to be defunct.
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 30, 2019 at 1:17 pm
I recall my folks & grand parents buying TV’s & other big appliances on a “lay away” plan. Pay the dept store $20-$25 every payday until paid off, then you get to take the product home. OMG the horror of waiting 2 whole months. Imagine if/when it comes to that with smart
phones – suicide epidemic 2.0.
Reply

33.

Peter said:
November 30, 2019 at 7:55 am
While I have been exposed to so much mind-expanding knowledge/ideas hanging out here this past year, I often wonder “why the strict (and seemingly) automatic acceptance of the physicalist explanation of the hard problem?”
I recall Jay Hanson would not allow explorations/discussions of the non-material basis of Consciousness. Is more freedom of thought tolerated here?
https://youtu.be/eehz5YKnBf4
Reply
dave lysak said:
November 30, 2019 at 8:51 am
no water, no whirlpool. no brain, no mind.
Reply
Cynic said:
November 30, 2019 at 9:47 am
Complete freedom of thought here: but not Will…… 🙂
Reply
Peter said:
November 30, 2019 at 11:38 am
☺️
Zen and the Art of RNA Expression!
Reply
Apneaman said:
November 30, 2019 at 2:02 pm
“Why Materialism Is Baloney,” by Bernardo Kastrup”
I almost always have kastrup with my baloney except when I have it with mustard.
Oh my, almost all the commenters are a highly emotional (angry) bunch except for the one guy who managed more than one brief sentence.
“mohamed milad
1 month ago
The more I listened to it the less I understood.
When you remove the cortex of the brain, there will be a problem with consciousness. Visit any nursing homes for people with dementia and you will change your mind about what you believe in. With degeneration of the cortex, concepts like space and time starts to disappear and
your subjective experience disintegrates into nothing. Without those well connected brain cells, we are less effective than mosquitoes or a bird, we are just a shell that left empty.”
Sorry mohamed, but facts & evidence almost never change limbic minds.
Reply
james said:
December 2, 2019 at 9:40 am
The only hard problem is that you can’t find anyone that’s conscious.
Reply

34.

Apneaman said:
November 30, 2019 at 1:47 pm
Contemplating those abused Euro Amazon workers triggered my dot connecting
Residents flee fourth major Texas petrochemical fire this year
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-chemicals-fire-tpc-portneches/residents-flee-fourth-major-texas-petrochemical-fire-this-year-idUSKBN1Y10U1
…
January 27, 2018 – Workplace Deaths from Industrial Accidents on the Rise in the U.S.
https://www.californiaaccidentattorneysblog.com/workplace-deaths-industrial-accidents-rise-u-s/
…
One Cost of Increased Globalization: More Industrial Accidents
April 21, 2017
https://hbr.org/2017/04/one-cost-of-increased-globalization-more-industrial-accidents
Reply
james said:
December 2, 2019 at 9:38 am
Humans are tools to be trained, used and managed and then be thrown away. “Who’s next? Take your spot. You’ll get one break mid-morning and a half-hour for lunch.” This world is f’ing gnarly.
Reply

35.

Apneaman said:
November 30, 2019 at 4:25 pm
How Does Life Come From Randomness?
https://youtu.be/k9QYtbjzjAw
Reply

36.

Apneaman said:
November 30, 2019 at 4:49 pm
Below is the most recent (25th October, 2019 ) article I can find on Jeremy England’s work.
The origin of life: a new theory suggests physics holds the answer
Move over, biology. There’s a new theory about how life first emerged from the primordial goo, with physics enjoying a starring role.
https://www.sciencefocus.com/science/the-origin-of-life-a-new-theory-suggests-physics-holds-the-answer/
Move over, biology? Even the best & brights chimps can’t get past the tribalism. IMO physics, chemistry & biology are one, but I’m just a retard high school drop out, so don’t listen to me.
Reply
james said:
December 2, 2019 at 9:35 am
They are all one. If you look at reality from many different vantage points you get a multi-dimensional model. 3D or 4D. Every scale and dimension seems to be enthralled to the Second Law of Thermodynamics.
Reply

37.

Ed said:
November 30, 2019 at 4:51 pm
Dopamine Fasting
Depriving your brain of stimulation can rewire your frazzled neural circuits – but the problem runs deeper than that.
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/nov/29/dopamine-fasting-tech-fad-might-work
Reply
james said:
December 2, 2019 at 9:27 am
Or you can do something like Ramadan and reassure yourself of your freewill. Or give the medial prefrontal cortex a workout in controlling your passions.
Not sure this will change the circuits that have already been reinforced for an habitual life of reward seeking.
Reply
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